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Men's clothing
• The main men's clothing was a shirt or undershirt. Shirts were 
sewn from linen and hemp fabrics, as well as silk. At home, the 
boyars wore a girl's shirt - it was always silk.



Zipun made of homemade cloth
Over the shirt, the men put on a zipun made of homemade cloth. Over the zipun, rich people put on a caftan. 

In summer, a single-row was worn over the caftan.

Odnoryadka- wide, long-sleeved clothing without a collar, with long sleeves, with stripes and buttons or ties. It 
was usually sewn from cloth and other woolen fabrics. Worn both in the sleeves and in the back.



Headdress

• Tafii were usually worn on a short-cropped head. Tafya is a 
small round hat. Hats were put on over the taffia: for 
commoners - from felt, poyarki, sukmanin, for the rich - from fine 
cloth and velvet. 



Wonen’s clothing
• The basis of the women's costume was a long shirt. The shirt was decorated with trim or embroidery, 

sometimes embroidered with pearls. A peasant woman could go out in one shirt for mowing. Noble 
women had top shirts - maids. Maid shirts were sewn from bright silk fabric, often red. These shirts had 
long, narrow sleeves with a slit for the arms.
Women, over a white or red shirt with embroidered wrists fastened to the sleeves, wore a long silk 
summer coat, fastened to the throat, with long sleeves with seams (gold embroidery and pearls) and a 
fastened collar (necklace).
Women also wore sundresses.
Sundress - clothes in the form of a dress, most often without sleeves. Sundresses differed in fabrics 
and cut.



Shoes
• Bast shoes - low shoes woven from wooden bast. For strength, 
the sole was braided with a vine, bast, rope or hemmed with 
leather. Bast shoes were tied to the leg with laces twisted from 
the same bast from which the bast shoes were made.
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